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Blue-breosted
Foiry-wrens
depend on
vegetotion
corridors

by Michael and Lesley Brookr

T)  LUE-BREASTED Fai ry-
Il *r"n, ur" liny (l 0 g) jewels of
the bird world. They live only in
mallee-heath habitats scattered
through the WAWheatbeltand Eyre
Peninsula in South Australia. Yet,
despite theirbrilliantcolouring, they
are extremely shy birds, preferring
to remain h idden in  low
undergrowth and rarely flying over
open terrain for more than a few
metres. This behavioural tendency
means thatthey find itvery difficult
io move over long distances from
one patch of habilat to another -

something they need io do if they
are to find a mate. The widespread
clearing for agriculture that has
taken place in the Wheatbelt over
the last 100 years has meantthe loss
of most natural corridor routes,
resulting in the disappearance of
wrens from many patches ofsuitable
mallee-heath habitat, where they
might otherwise have survived.

By studying the movements of
banded Blue-breasted Fairy-wrens
in a mmplex network of patches
and conidors southof Wyalkaichem
over the last 5 years, we have
discovered that these tiny birds can
move as far as 15 km from the site
wherethey were bom - much further
than wrens would need to move rn
an unfragmented habitat. Yet,
despite the distances covered, the
wrens in out studv tarelv crossed

c

AII ol lhe rcmndnts shown ln thls air-photo ore privotely owned. The ldrge block
suppofis up to 30 groups of Elue-breasted Foiry-wrens Because lhere is o strong
nefwork of vegetotion corrldors, wrens ore o/so present in mqny of lhe very small
rcmnanls.

gaps invegetation greaterthan about
60 m wide.

The inescapable conclusion rs
that some remnants containing
suitable habitat may be virtually
inaccessible !o wrens, unless suitable
'corridors' are grown to facilitate
movement. Other behaviourly shy
species likely to be in the same boat.
are the rare and declining Southern
Scrub Robin, Western YellowRobn
and Shy Hylacola (its name is no
accident). Even the more common
White-browed Babbler has been
found to prefer corridor routes during
dispersal ,  though ind iv iduals
sometimes fly across open ground
for more than 250 m.

As a way of  predic t ing the
dispenal'quality' of landscapes, we
have developed a computer
simulation model to mimic the way
in which dispersing animals might
move through the landscape,

depending on their'gap tolerance ,
ie. how large a gap they are willing
to cross.  For  any par t icu lar
catchment or local area, the results
of  the model l ing can help to
determine exactly where mrridors
should be planted jn order lo obtain
maximum benefit for the greatest
number of species. The model can
also be used to assess how effective
for  wi ld l i fe  have been those
plantings made for other purposes.
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